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Broadcast Channels with Confidential Messages IMRE CSISZAR AND JbLNOS KijRNER
Absrfucr-Given two discrete memoryless channels @MC's) with a common input, it is desired to transmit private messagea to receiver 1 at r&R, andcommon meswgea to both receivers at rate R,, while keeping receiver 2 as ignorant of tbe private messages as possible. Measurhg ignorance by equivocation, a single-letter characterization is given of the. achievable trfplea (RI&R,-,) where 4 is the equivocation rate. Based on this channel ding result, the related source-channel matdng problem is also settled. l%ese results generahe those of Wyner on the wiretap channel and of Kiirner-Marton on tke broahxst channel.
I. INTR~DU~I~N W E CONSIDER a broadcast channel with two receivers, i.e., a pair of discrete memoryless channels (DMC's) with common input alphabet % and output alphabets 9 and %. In his celebrated paper [2] , Cover raised the problem of determining the possible rates R,, R,,R, such that one can send separate messages to receivers located at the two outputs and respective rates R, and R,, and a common message to both at rate R,. This problem is still open in the general case (i.e., no single-letter characterization of the set of achievable rates is known). If, however, we assume that no separate message is sent to receiver 2, i.e., R, =O, a single-letter characterization of the capacity region has been given in [5] . Our model, which we call a broadcast channel with confidential messages (BCC), has the additional feature that the separate message sent to receiver 1 is confidential, i.e., receiver 2 should be kept as ignorant of it as possible. This point of view has been introduced into channel coding by Wyner [8] in his study of wiretap channels. Following Wyner [8] , we shall measure confidentiality by equivocation. Our main result is a single-letter characterization of the set of triples (R,, R,, R,) such that, in addition to a common message at rate R,, a private message can be sent reliably at rate R, to receiver 1 with equivocation at least R, per channel use at receiver 2. This constitutes a generalization of the results of [8] , where the above problem is solved if the channel to receiver 2 is a degraded version of that to receiver 1 and no common message is sent (cf. Corollary 4 below). It also constitutes a generalization of the results of [5] , where no confidentiality condition is imposed (cf. Corollary 5 below), although we do not prove a strong converse. On the other hand, our converse proof is simpler.
Notation: We designate sets by capital letters and random variables (RV) ranging over these sets by the same italic capitals. All RV's will have finite ranges. The number of elements of a set Ex will be denoted by 11% 11. The Manuscript received June 15, 1976; revised November 7, 1977 . The authors are with the Mathematical Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary. set of n-length sequences of elements of % is V. X" is shorthand for X1,X2,. . . ,X,.
With a slight abuse of notation, the probability that an input x" E?? leads to an output y" E %!I over channel 1 (3 c 9") will be denoted by P;l,x(% Ix"). A similar notation will be used for channel 2, as well as for the auxiliary DMC's introduced in the text.
The notation U+ V+X+Y means that these RV's form a Markov chain in this order. I(X/\Y) stands for mutual information. The functions log and exp are taken to the base 2.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND MAIN
RESULTS A deterministic block-encoder for the BCC is a mapping f: S x S+%" where S and 9 are arbitrary sets representing the possible private messages and common messages, respectively. For problems not involving secrecy, randomized encoding seldom offers any advantage; hence attention is usually restricted to deterministic encoders. Since randomization can increase secrecy, we allow stochastic encoding.
Definition I: A (stochastic) encoder f with block length n for the BCC is specified by a matrix of conditional probabilities f (xRIS, t). Here xn E ?P, s E S, t E 5, Z,$ (x"Is, t) = 1, and f (x"(S, t) is the probability that the message pair (s, t) is encoded as channel input x".
Our model involves two decoders, i.e., a pair of mappings cp: %"-&I XT, +: %" -5; there would be no point in considering stochastic decoders. The reliability of transmission achieved by the encoder-decoder (f,cp,#) will be defined in terms of maximal error; from the proof of the converse part of Theorem 1 below, it will be clear that use of average error would lead to the same result.
Definition 2: The encoder-decoder (f,cp,$) gives rise to (n,e)-transmission over the BCC iff for every s E 5, t E 5, decoder cp gives the correct (s, t) and decoder Ic, gives the correct t with probability > 1 -e, i.e., x f(x"ls,t)P~,x(~(Y")=(s,t)lx")) 1-c X"E5v x f(x"ls,t)P&(rl/(z")=tlx")> 1-e. X"E5v If S and T are random messages with given (not necessarily uniform) joint distribution, the corresponding input and output variables of the BCC satisfy ST+X"+Y"Z', where the conditional distribution of X" given ST is f while those of Y" and of Z" given X" are determined by the two DMC's. These conditions do not specify the joint conditional distribution of Y"Z" given X", but only the marginals of this joint conditional distribution ever enter our considerations.
00189448/78/0500-0339$00.75 01978 IEEE The level of ignorance of receiver 2 with respect to the The random messages to be transmitted are now Sk, Tk, private message will be measured by the equivocation which are blocks of length k of source outputs, and H(S]Z"). This depends on the joint distribution of ST receiver 2's ignorance of the private message will be and on the encoder f. measured by the equivocation per source letter Definition 3: (R,,R,,R,,) is an achievable rate triple for the BCC iff there exists a sequence of message sets S,, '?in and encoder-decoders (f,,(p,,&J giving rise to (n,e,Jtransmission with e,,+O, such that lim I log IISnl]=R, n-boo n lim 1 log IITn II = R& n-+co n where H(S,]Z") is evaluated under the assumption that the pair of random messages S,, T, is uniformly distributed over S,, x T,. The set of achievable rate triples will be denoted by 3. If (R,, R,, RJEC%, we say that R, and R, are achievable private and common transmission rates at equivocation rate R,.
From a mathematical point of view, our main result is the following.
Theorem I: ?Il is a closed convex set consisting of those triples (R,, R,, R,) for which there exist RV's U+ V +X+ YZ such that the conditional distribution of Y (resp. Z) given X is determined by channel 1 (resp. 2) and
Moreover, the ranges of U and V may be assumed to satisfy IIWI < IIWI +39 IIYII < llw12+411~ll +% and U may be assumed to be a (deterministic) function of V.
Proof See Sections IV and V. The admissibility of the range constraints will be shown in the Appendix.
So far we have considered a channel coding problem. From a practical point of view, problems of source-channel matching are even more relevant. In multi-user communication, this is often a nontrivial problem. However, in the present case Theorem 1 leads easily to a necessary and sufficient condition for the transmissibility of two sources, one as a private message with prescribed level of secrecy and the other as a common message.
Let us consider two memoryless sources with alphabets S ,5, i.e., let S, T,, S,T,, . . . be independent, identically distributed pairs o,f RV's_ (but Si and K need not be independent). Let S and T stand for the generic variables of the two sources. We assume that block-to-block encoding is used: a (k,n)-encoder is a (stochastic) encoder in the sense of Definition 1 with block length n and message sets Sk Tk , *
As the criterion of reliability of transmission, we require that the average error frequencies Eid,(SkTk,p( Y")) and Ei&( Tk,$(Z")) both be small, where dH stands for Hamming distance; several other criteria would lead to the same result. Definition 4: The source pair s", ? is (R, A)-transrnissible over the BCC, where R >0, A > 0, iff for every e > 0 there exist a (k,n)-encoderf and decoders (cp,$) such that
;H(S'IZ") 211-e
E;d,(SkTk,cp( Y")) < e, E$dH( Tk,$(Z")) < CL (7) We shall refer to R as the rate of source-channel matching.
Theorem 2: In order that the source pair $,? be (R, A)-transmissible over the BCC, it is necessary and sufficient that (RH(SI~),RA,RH(~))=(R,,R,,R,)EA.
Proof: See Sections IV and V.
III. SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE MAIN RJNLT~
One of the most interesting points of Wyner's paper [8] was that in his model one could reliably transmit information to receiver 1 at a positive rate while keeping receiver 2 (the "wire-tapper") in essentially perfect ignorance. One can ask to what extent this phenomenon was due to the assumption that channel 2 was a degraded version of channel 1. As a consequence of our main results, we show that the above phenomenon is present under quite general conditions (cf. Corollary 3 below), Suppose that a source pair S, T is (R, A)-transmissible over a BCC in the sense of Definition 4. Since receiver 2 can decode the _common message, the information about S contained in-T-is always available to him; hence necessarily A < H (S] T). (Formally, this follows from Fano's lemma; of -co-u-se, Theorem 2 does con-m@ the necessity of A < H (Sl T) through (l).) If A= H (Sl T), it is reasonable to speak of perfect secrecy; this is even more reasonable if the two sources are independent, in which case the condition becomes A = H(s).
In view of Theorem 2, transmission with perfect secrecy in the above sense is possible iff the rate-R of sourcechannel matching satisfies (RH (S I T), RH ( T) E i$, where the secrecy capacity region &?s is defined as follows.
Definition 5: The secrecy capacity region 67s of the BCC is the set of pairs (R,,R,J such that (R,,R,,R,)E%. Corollary I: es consists of those pairs (R,,R,) for which there exist U+ V-X+ YZ such that
Now we turn to the special case of no common message (R, = 0). We designate by %,, the set of rate pairs (R,, R,) achievable with no common message, i.e., (R,,R,)E at,, iff (R,, R,,O)E% (see Fig. 1 ). Following Wyner [8] , we define the secrecy capacity &?$ as the maximum rate at which messages can be sent to receiver 1 in perfect secrecy, i.e., c, k. max
For the sake of reference, we note a'well-known result. Proof: Taking R,=O in Theorem 1 we obtain that (R,, R,) E %,, iff there exist lJ+ V-+X+ YZ such that (9) and (10) by Lemma 1. If not, again by Lemma 1, from (9) and (lOa) we get O<R,<Z(Vr\Y)-Z(V/\Z)
In [6] , two new concepts of partial ordering of channels with common input alphabet were introduced. The single-letter characterization of the relation "channel I is more capable than channel 2" was that for every input X Z(X/\ Y) 2 Z(X/\Z).
(12) The relation "channel 1 is less noisy than channel 2" was single-letter characterized by the property that for every v+x+ YZ z(vr\Y)>z(v/\z).
(13) It was shown in [6] that the first condition is strictly weaker than the second, which, in turn, is strictly weaker than "channel 2 is a degraded version of channel 1."
In the following corollaries we consider properties (12) and (13) as definitions of the corresponding order relations for channels.
Corollary 3: The secrecy capacity C, is always positive unless channel 2 is less noisy than channel 1.
Proof See (11) and (13).
Theorem 3: If channel 1 is less noisy than channel 2 then (?%i, ?%=) E ?IL,, iff there exist X, Y, Z such that
The last assertion holds also under the weaker condition that channel 1 is more capable than channel 2.
Proof Clearly pairs satisfying (14) and (15) belong to at,, (take U=const, V=X in Corollary 2). Further, if (R,&)E qtle, then (9) gives, applying Lemma 1 repeatedly,
-[wAwwAz)]. Since channel 1 is less noisy than channel 2, both brackets are nonnegative (for the first this follows even from (12)). Also, by (lo), R,<R,<Z(Vr\Y)<Z(X/\Y).
Thus (R,,R,) satisfies (14) and (15).
Similarly, from (11) R,<R,<Z(V//Y). In the latter case (9) and (10) by taking V= X we can make this term 0.
Corollav 4: If channel 1 is less noisy than channel 2, a source S is (R, A)-transmissible over the BCC (with no common message) iff (RH($), RA)E$,, where at,, is given by Theorem 3.
Proof: See the special case of Theorem 2.
Remark: In the case when channel 2 is a degraded version of channel 1, Wyner [8] Proof: It suffices to observe in Theorem 1 that Z( V/\ YI U) < Z(X/j YI U). below) and then applying this result for the cascade of the given DMC's with an arbitrary prefixed DMC.
Our main tool will be Lemma 2, stated below, which asserts the existence of a code of block length n for channel 1 with a specific structure; there is an equipartition of the codeword set so that the class index of the transmitted codeword can be decoded by receiver 2. Moreover, there is a finer equipartition splitting each class into codes for channel 2. The number of codes into which each class is partitioned will characterize, intuitively, how much additional information would be needed for receiver 2 to decode the sent codeword rather than to only find its class. We shall lower bound the equivocation at receiver 2 by the logarithm of this number.
Before stating Lemma 2, we digress to note some facts on typical sequences. Digression on Typical Sequences Given two RV's X and Y with ranges % and '?J, a sequence x" E %' will be called X-typical iff
Pr {X=a}l Gr,, for allaE% (17) where N(alx") is the number of occurrences of letter a in the sequence x", and {r,} is a fixed sequence of positive numbers such that r,,.n-'/2+oo, r;n-'-0. Moreover, a pair of sequences (xn,y") E %'? x 9' will be called Y IXtypical, or y" will be called YIX-generated by x" iff x" is %-typical and IN(a,blx",y")-N(alx") Pr { Y=blX=a}l <rn (18) for all aE%,bE'%. Let $&+,(xn) denote the set of ally" E 9, YIX-generated by the X-typical x" E '%'. Consider a DMC which has a matrix equal to the conditional distribution of Y given X. Remark: In [5], the above capacity region was char-" Fact A: acterized somewhat differently. The equivalence of the two characterizations can be easily shown by some alge-; logP~,x(Y"Ix")j-H(YIX), bra. Still, Corollary 5 does not fully contain the Theorem of [5] , since here we have only the weak converse.
uniformly in YIX-typical pairs x",y". Fact B:
as n-+c0,
IV. PROOF OF THE DIRECT PARTS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
We shall prove Theorem 1 in a slightly stronger form. Namely, in definition 3, instead of uniformly distributed random messages, we shall also allow "conditionally nearly uniform" distributions in the sense that Pr{S=s,lT= t} smz Pr{S=s, lT=t} 'expn8n (16) for an arbitrary but fixed sequence 8,-O. Definition 3*: A rate triple (R,, R,, R,) is stably achievable for the BCC if in Definition 3 G,X(~Y,X(X"e+4 as n+oo; uniformly in X-typical sequences xn.
Fact C:
; log Il(~~,x(x~))lIjH(Ylx), uniformly in X-typical x". For RV's U-+X+ Y, we shall speak both of X-typical and U-typical sequences. If the former are defined with constants r,, the latter will be understood with constants rL= r,/211 UII, cf. (17). A similar convention applies to Y [X-typical pairs and XI U-typical pairs, so that we have the following. Fact D: If (a*, x") is an XI U-typical pair, then xn is X-typical.
Code Construction holds whenever the pair S,, T, satisfies (16) for every n.
Lemma 2: If U-X-+ YZ and Z(XA Y I U) > Z(X/\ We shall show that the rate region specified in Theorem 1 is stably achievable. This will be done by first determin-Z I U), then for every n there exists a set {x&} c ??? where j, 1, m run over index sets J,,, L,,, M,, with the following ing a subset of the stably achievable rate triples (Lemma 3 properties. a) For each m E nt,, there exists a U-typical sequence ui E w such that every xj,,, is XI U-generated by u,$ Moreover, there exist pairwise disjoint subsets a,,, c ??y,,(z.Q of 9" resp. C?, cG~,,(u~) of '?i? such that 6&LIx$J > l-6,;
Pz,x(~mI~~m) ) I-% for alljE&,,lEl?n,mE%n. b) There exist pairwise disjoint subsets '%jlm c q&jL> of gm and subsets ejlm c Fzlx (x&) of C?,,, , of which those with the same middle index 1 are pairwise disjoint, such that pY/X(ajhlxj;m)2 1-%3 &,x~~~mI~;m) ) I-% codeword xjrm where the index j is drawn at random (with uniform distribution) from the set g;,(k) c sn.
With the help of the sets ajl,,, resp. C?, of Lemma 2, it is obvious in both cases how to define decoders cp,,rcI, giving rise to (n, +ransmission.
It remains to check (21). Let X" be the input RV of the channel corresponding to the random messages S,, T,, (satisfying (16) 
and +og II% II+&,
The next term vanishes in the case R, > Z(X/\ Y I U), and it is negligible also in the case R, < Z(XA YI U), since S,,,M,,Z" determine X" with error probability < em. For-
provided that the message RV's S,,, T, satisfy (16). If R,ZZ(XAYIU), we take s,=&,X~,X%,, where &,, and En are the same as in Lemma 2 and X, is an arbitrary set such that (19) holds. Cj* can be arbitrary-satisfying (20)-and we consider a one-to-one mapping g, of X, x T,, into (Q,. We define a deterministic encoder f, which maps (j, 1, k) E S,, t E Tn into the codeword xjym with m = g,( k, t). If R, < Z(XA YI U), we take S, = %,, X C,, where %n is an arbitrary set such that (19) holds, gnd we take Tn c Q+. Let & be a mapping of &,, into X, partitioning &,, into subsets of nearly equal size in_ the sense that II K'WI < 211 in-'W')ll f or all k', k" E X,. We define a stochastic encoder f, associating with (k, 1) E S,, m E Ei;, a Moreover, iH(i"IM,) <i m,ax log ~~~,~~.
Proof: Clearly, % is contained in the other region. To see the reverse inclusion, consider any (R,, R,, R,,) satisfying (l)-(4) for some U+ V-X+ YZ. Let However, the right side of this tends to H (Zl U) because P,Iv(C?mIu~)> l-en and e, ctz,,(uG) (see Fact
R;=Z(Vr\Y/U)+ min[Z(U/\Y),Z(UAZ)]-R, A). Hence (1 /n)H (Z" I M,) can be upper bounded by a R,*=Z(V/\YIU)-Z(V/\ZIU).
term tending to H(ZI U). using this and substituting ~~~ R,* < R, ( Rf, R, < R,*, and (R;,R,*,R,)E~. It (23)- (25) into (22), we obtain (21). Thus Lemma 3 is f 11 o ows proved.
from the definition of % that ($z, R,*, R,),
In order to obtain the whole region %, we introduce (Rf, 0, R,), a$d (0, 0, R,) also bel_ong to 3. Hence additional randomization by prefixing an arbitrary DMC (R,, R,, R,) E 9% by the convexity of a.
to the given ones. 
We prove both converses at once, using the technique of "single-1etterization" of information quantities. are stably achievable.
For reference we state: Fano's Lemma. If an RV S with values in 5 can be reproduced as a function of another PrOOf: Consider the DMC'S with iIlpUt alphabet v, RV w with errOr probability output alphabets %, Z, and transition probability matrices defined by the conditional distribution of Y resp. Pr {S#g(W)}=S, Z given V. Any encoder f for this new BCC determines then anencoderffortheoriginalBCCbythematrixproduct ~(S~~)~~log~~~~~-~log~-(l-~)log(l-~)~ (29) off' with the conditional distribution of X given V. Both encoders yield the same stochastic connection of messages Moreover, if for a sequence Sk = S, * * * Sk and received sequences, so the assertion follows by applying Lemma 3 to the new BCC.
E;d,(S",g(W))=&
It is obvious from the definition of (stably) achievable then the right side of (29) is an upper bound for rate triples that, if (R,, R,, R,) is such a triple, then so is WWWkl W (R,, R,',_R,,) for every 0 < Rd < R,. For a proof see e.g., [8] , Appendix A.
Let $k be the set of all triples (R,, R,, R,,) for which Let us consider RV's ST+X"+Y"Z" corresponding to there exist U+ V+X+ YZ such that (26x28) are the transmission of random messages over the BCC with fulfilled, the equality i2 (26) being replaced by < . It encoder f; the ranges of S and T are supposed to be of remains to prove that ?IL coincides with the rate region size < exp (nK) for some constant K. More precisely, for claimed by Thzorem 1 and that the latter is convex. the purpose of Theorem 1 (case A), we assume that S and Lemma 5: 9% is convex. T are independent and uniformly distributed over their ranges S, and Tn,, while for Theorem 2 (case B) we take Proof Let (R;, R,', R@ and (R,", R,", RJ) satisfy S= Sk, T= Tk, the source outputs of length k. Also, we (26)- (28) such that
This and the analogous relations for Z mean that also a(R;,R;,R;)+(l-a)(R;,R,",R;)EifL.
~[H(s~T)+H(T)]<z(vAY~u)
Lemma 6: % equals the rate region described by
where 0 < Si Q 2v(e), i = 1,2,3, and also where ~H(s~z~)G~H(s~T)+~,. The starting point of the proof is three identities.
and similarly
The key observation is the following. (35x37) gives rise to (31x34). Using the memoryless character of the channel, it is straightforward to verify and for sufficiently large n. For x" E Q,,,, let us write for brevity that U+V+X-+ YZ and that the conditional distributions of Y and Z given X coincide with the corresponding 9(x") k Sr,x(x")n%,, e(P) p "&P)n em.
channel matrices. The proof is complete. Then (A2) implies P;,&qx")lx")> l-4r, P;,x(C(x")lx") > 1-4~ (A4)
VI. DISCUSSION We have considered a model for simultaneously broadcasting both messages for common use and confidential messages. For this model we characterized the achievable rates in terms of information quantities, so that the rate region is, in principle, computable. This is the commonly accepted criterion of a "solution" in multi-user Shannon theory. Of course, the actual computation may be very difficult. A possible approach is to look at the tangent planes to the rate region, as in [3], although we did not pursue this here. In some simple cases, however, numerical results are readily obtained. In the absence of effective coding-decoding techniques, our results are mainly of theoretical interest. We feel, however, that certain ideas of the proof-such as randomization via a prefixed DMC-might also be useful for practical code construction. It should be pointed out that our restriction to finite alphabets was a matter of convenience; the generalization to arbitrary alphabets is immediate by the standard technique of discrete approximations, cf. [4, Ch. 71. Note that the only effect of eventual input constraints on our Theorems 1 and 2 is that the RV X appearing in the characterization of the rate region should satisfy the constraints. Finally, in Theorem 2, no essential use wa,s made of the memoryless character of the source pair S, T, the generalization for stationary ergodic source pairs is straightforward, as in the Appendix to [8] .
APPENLXX for sufficiently large n. We shall select the codewords x;~ from &,,, by a two-cycle maximal code construction, together with decoding sets $Jjirm c Q (xj&) silm c e(x&) satisfying p~~X(~jimI$n) > 1-S e@jbnl$n) > l-5e* Here all %j,m must be disjoint. Of tbe sets Q,,,, however, only those having the same middle index are required to be disjoint.
Let us pick sequences +,, E G, j = 1,2,. . . and co~esponding decoding sets with the above properties successively, in an arbitrary manner, and suppose that after the Ntb step this procedure cannot be continued. Then for all x" E @, either ptlX aCxn)\ I; BjlmIx" <1-5E, 6-w The existence of such codes is well-known and easily shown by =exp { -nZ(XAYIU)+2ml,} standard methods (see e.g., 17, Ch. 41). where q,,+O as n-co. Hence, if (A8) holds, we arrive at Let 6& c ST? codsist oi those seq&ces x" ET?, XI U-generated by uz for which P;,#BWmlxn) > I-3E, Pg,x(e*Ix") > I-3E.
Similarly, if (AS) holds, we obtain
The set of x" E!%' violating the first condition in (A2) has Nexp {-nZ(XAZIU)+2ml,}>i.
PilU-probability < 3, by assu&ption (Al); tbis is similar fcr tbe " second condition in (42). Hence, using 
if n is large enough. Thus we can select N, =[exp {n(l(X/\ 2 1 U) -TJ)}] codewords x,$,, with the required properties. Now we proceed to I > 2. Suppose that we have already selected codewords $,, 1 Q j < N,, 1~ I ( Nz -1 with corresponding decoding sets aj,,,, and ej~~, and start selecting xi;m with I= N, in an arbitrary manner. If this procedure cannot be continued after the Nth step (including the possibility N =O), then for all x" E 6?m either N, N,--l pFlX 9(x")\ U U ajh\ C ajN2mIXn < 1 -5~ (A13) Supposing that N2< exp {n(Z(XAY]U)-Z(XAZ]U))} we still obtain (A12) which means that the Nzth cycle of codeword selection can be completed.
This proves the existence of a class of codewords xi;,,,,
with corresponding decoding sets, where n > 0 is arbitrary. It was shown earlier that the range of m is of the right size, so the proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
Consider the (k, n)-encoder defined as the superposition of the source encoder g, and the channel encoder f,. Let X", Y",Z" be the corresponding channel input and output RV's. It is obvious from the construction that receiver 1 can reproduce Sk, Tk and receiver 2 can reproduce Tk with probability of error less than en + nk+O. This is even stronger than the error frequency criterion of reliability used in Theorem 2.
Moreover, the RV's S, T, = g,, (Sk, Tk) where nk+O. Moreover, one may assume that Il%3k(tk)ll is constant for t k E @k. Of course, we have ; log i@kklbH@-)
6417)
This completes the proof.
Size Constraints
Proof of the admissibility of the constraints:
IWII G lwII+3, IIYI G l13E.l12+411~II+3. ('422) ; log llak(tk)ll+H(SIF), (tkEtfk).
Let us suppose that for some R > 0, A > 0
We use Lemma 3 of [I] , noting that the number k+ 1 there can be replaced by k by using instead of Caratheodory's theorem its strengthening by Fenchel and Eggleston referred to in 
